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THIS CONTRIBUTION TO THE Fortress Biblical

Preaching Commentaries series offers a brisk,



satisfying, and exegetically sound survey of the
Acts narrative, interlaced with helpful sugges-

tions for preaching in contemporary congrega-
tions. As is well known, Acts is not prominently
featured in common lectionary cycles, except
for Ascension and Pentecost Sundays. It is nei-

ther gospel nor epistle; the texts that are cho-
sen for the lectionary (none from Acts 20-28)
slot into the "first reading," replacing or com-

plementing the Old Testament text. Though
effectively connecting his commentary with
the lectionary selections, Allen also encourages
wider preaching across Acts, with keen atten-
tion to the unfolding dramatic story. As a bonus,
he offers a slate of several possible sermon
series on "representative texts, characters, and

themes" (pp. 223-28).
Throughout this work, Allen passionately

addresses ecumenical and interfaith issues. He

demonstrates how Acts' diverse cast of charac-

ters often resists stereotypical binaries of male/
female, rich/poor, authorities/subjects, Jew/
Gentile, clean}unclean, able-bodied/disabled,

and insider/outsider, encouraging the preacher

to explore opportunities for greater inclusive-
ness and bridge-building within church and
society. However, Allen also repeatedly warns
against perpetuating Acts' anti-Jewish polemic,
that is, the tendency to blame "the Jews" (mostly
the leaders, but sometimes extending to the

people) for killing Christ and rejecting the gos-
pel. While Acts generally breaks down ethnic-
religious barriers between Jews and Gentiles
and presents many Jews in a favorable light
(including, of course, Jesus, Peter, and Paul),
it still shades periodically into monstrous cari-
catures of various Jewish figures who obstruct

God's messianic mission (e.g., 2:23; 3:14-19;

7:51-53; ?3:45-47; 18:6-7). "A preacher needs

to help the congregation develop a critical con-
sciousness recognizing that Luke uses the char-
acters in Acts to represent select aspects of the



Jewish community with whom Luke's congre-

gation is in tension. We should take Acts' earlier

advice and repent of such caricahires" (p. 50).

While preachers and teachers will find much

stimulating food for thought in this volume, it

is unfortunately marred by two problems. First,

Allen structures Luke-Acts within a single,

overarching chiastic pattern, with every pas-

sage in Acts paired with a specific text in Luke's

Gospel. While many parallels link Luke's two

volumes (e.g., the apostles and missionaries

in Acts continue the prophetic-healing minis-

try of Luke's Jesus), these should not be shoe-

homed into a rigid, elaborate chiasm. Second,

a shocking number of errata (missing words,

misspellings, punctuation errors, wrong scrip-

hire references) tarnish the text. I marked over

fifty such mistakes. While a few glitches can be

expected, shoddy editorial work is unusual for

Fortress Press. A judicious reprinting is needed.
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